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Write the word for each picture.A

Word Study

Word Box

man

woman

healthy

poor

richrich

sick

fairy

hot dog

hungryg y

nose

jewels

wish

Complete the sentence using words in the box.B

disappeared,       wasted,       miserable,      appeared, 
Word Box

1)  Suddenly some hot dogs and one wish was gone.
to begin to be seen

2)   Fairy talked to a man and a woman then she .
to stop being visible, to pass out of sight 

3) She felt sad and after the hot dog suck on her nose.3)  She felt sad and after the hot dog suck on her nose.
unhappy, very sick, unwell

4)  The man was very mad because her wife a wish on silly things.
to fail to use (something or someone) in an appropriate or effective way 



Word Study

Choose and write the correct word to complete the sentence.C

rid,     hanging,     off,     on,     to,      over,     gone,     for,    , g g, , , , , g , ,

1) “Be careful what you wish .”

2) Suddenly some hot dogs appeared and one wish was .

3) “ I wish they were stuck the end of your nose.3)  I wish they were stuck the end of your nose.

4)  The hot dogs were from the end of her nose.

5) She tripped the hot dogs.

6) She tried to pull hot dogs off her nose but they wouldn’t come .

7) “Get of them now!”

8) The hot dogs fell the ground.

Write your own sentences using the same sentence pattern.D

I wish
I 

we
could
would

be rich and famous.
be happy and healthy
have my own island.
fly in the sky.
do magic

in the first pri e

I wish to~ / I wish S + would/could+V~

win the first prize.
be a genius.

I wish I could be rich and famous. 



Comprehension

Answer the following questions.A
1) At the beginning of the story, a man and a woman wished

. (p.p. 2~3)

2)    Who appeared while they were talking? (p.p.4~5)

appeared.

3) How many wished did the fairy give the man and woman?3) How many wished did the fairy give the man and woman?

They got .

4)   What did the man wish for as the second wish?
(p.p. 10~11)

The man wishedThe man wished .

4) What was their last wish? (p.p. 14~15)

They wished the woman had .

5) What did they do with hot dogs? (p.16)

.

Mark the right answer.B

f f f6) Why did the fairy say, ‘Be careful what you wish for.’?   

Because they could spend only three wishes.

Because the fairy didn’t want to let their neighbors know about wishes.

Because they muse be wise in their wishes.

7) Which statement is not true about the story?

The man and woman didn’t agree on wishes so they wasted wishes.

They agreed on wishes so they are satisfied with their choice.
The man and woman wasted their wishes by mistake.



Comprehension

Fill in each section of the story map by writing key words and phrase 

Making a Story MapC

from the story ‘The Three Wishes’.

Once upon a time

Setting Characters

Major Events

Conclusion

The fairy granted 
The woman wished for 

The husband got and they wasted all wishes.
happy / angry                    

In the end, they were  
happy / angry / hungry/sad

They .

I will grant you three wishes.

Write and Speak
If you were given three wishes by a fairy, what do you wish for?

D

I wish .

I i h  I wish  .

I wish .


